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Abstract. Nondeterminism is introduced into an ordinary iterative programming language by 
treating procedure calls as nondeterministic assignment statements. The effect of such assignment 
statements is assumed to be determined solely by the entry-exit specifications of the corresponding 
procedures. The nondeterminism which this approach yields is not necessarily bounded. The 
paper discllsses the problem of defining a denotational semantic for programming languages with 
this kind of, possibly unbounded, nondeterminism. As an additional constraint, the semantics is 
required ‘c) be continuous, in the sense that the underlying semantic algebra is continuous. It is 
shown hoa%uch a continuous semantics for unbounded nondeterminism can be derived from 3 
simple operational semantics based on program execution trees. 
1. Introduction 
It is in many situations convenient to ignore certain aspects in the working of a 
computing system, in order to make the system more manageable for analysis. A 
common result of this abstraction process is that the system behaviour becomes 
nondetemlinistic, because the aspects which are considered do not determine the 
behaviour uniquely. This is what happens in a parallel program environment, when 
the timing and speed of concurrently operating programs is ignored. A similar 
effect occurs in search programs, when the specific mechanism for choosing between 
different search directions is ignored. Yet another example is provided by Dijkstra’s 
guarded commands [9], where no specific mechanism is <issumed for choosing 
between two or more true guards, thus forcing the programmer to be prepared for 
any one of these to be chosen. In all these cases, the program behaviour seems 
nondeterministic at the chosen level qf iibstraction. 
The same abstraction process also yields nondeterminnsm in modular programs, 
when one reasons about the effect of program modules in terms of explicitl;r given 
module specifications. As an example of this, consider a program built as a collection 
of procedures modules p, 4, r, . . . , the procedures being specified by entry and exit 
conditions. In reasoning about the corr:ectness of this program, each procedure 
body is checked for agreement with the procedures entry--exit specification. If a 
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procedure p calls another procedure q, only the entry-exit specification of 4 should 
be assumed in proving the correctness of p (otherwise nothing would be gained by 
the modularization). These entry-exit c Jnditions do not, however, necessarily 
determine the outcome of 4 uniquely. If +ne outcome is not unique, then the caller 
p must be prepared for any outcome allowed by the exit condition of 4. In other 
words, p regards q as having a nondeterministic behaviour. 
We will here be concerned with this specific form of nondeterministic behaviour. 
We can model the effect of calling procedures with nondeterministic outcomes by 
introducing a generalization of the ordinary assignment statement, which we call 
a rlcirzneferrlzirzistic nssigrtr~zent statement. The syntax of this statement is 
*,vhcrc .Y and ~9 are variables and Q(s, _V 1 is a first-order formula. The eflcct of this 
statcmcnt is to nondeterministically choose some value y which makes the condition 
QLI,, J’ ) true and assign this value to the variable A-. (Q(s, y) may also contain free 
occ lrrcnces of other program variables than .I-.) If there is no value J* which satisfies 
the condition Q(s, y 1, the effect of the statement is taken to be undefined. The 
ordinary assignment statement is a special case of nondeterministic assignment: 
.L :- CLU ) is expressed by the nondeterministic assignment s := J*.(v = cw )I. Non- 
deterministic assignment statcmcnts ha\pc previously been studied in 12.3, 121. U! 
Gr-Aar construct, in the context of functional programs, is used in 17’)). 
The cfkct of calling a (parameterless) procedure is expressed by a nondeterminstic 
assignnntlnt as follows. Let p be a procedure which is only allowed to change the 
~luc of variable I. Let PLV) lx the entry condition and Q(.v, ~4 the exit condition 
ot 11 I.< standing for the inital and y for the final value of program variable .I 1. 
k,surnc that II is totally correct with rcspcct to this sptGficatio I, i.c. if FLY) is 
initially true then p terminates with the condition Q(.Y, J* I holding upon termination. 
C’alling p is then equivalent to ciecuting the statement 
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be executed, which is not uz;ually the case. The precise semantics of a specification 
language is, however, important, and forms the subject of our study. More precisely, 
we will be concerned with the problem of defining the semantics of rrcgiamming 
languages extended with a nondeterministic assignment of the kind described above. 
Defining a semantics for such languages turns out to be more complicated than 
what the simple description of the nondeterministic assignment statement would 
lead us to believe. A denotational semantics for programs with nondeterminism 
has been proposed by Plotkin [ 161 (see also [ 171). However, Plotkin’s semantics 
makes essential use of the assumption that the nondeterminism is always hounded. 
This means that execution of a program only can produce a finite number of 
different results, or otherwise the execution c2.n fail to terminate. In other words, 
the possibility that some construct can produce an infinite number of different 
results and yet be certain to terminate, i.e. unhuunded nondeterminism, is excluded. 
The nondeterministic assignment statement doss, however, allow unbounded non- 
determinism (the statement x := y.( y 3 0) is a simple example of this). Plotkin’s 
semantics cannot therefore be used as such for programming languages with 
nondeterministic assignments. Sem,urtic models allowing unbounded nondetermin- 
ism are described in [I, 8, 151. Th: approach used by these authors has betn to 
extend Plotkin’s semantics without making essential changes in the semantic 
domains involved. This works quite well, if one A prepared to accept noncontinuous 
functions in the semantics. The use of noncontinuous functions is, however, it 
deviation from the usual approach in denotation& >emantics, where only continuous 
functions arc allowed. It makes it e.g. necessary to use transfinite induction in 
applying the central result of denotational semantics, the Scott induction rule [ 151. 
The mathematical theory is smoother and the proof theory simpler, if only con- 
tinuous functions are allowed in the semantics. Our purpose here is to describe 
one way in which such a cmtinuous semantics for unbounded nondeterminism can 
be constructed. (The results to be reported here include and extend those originally 
reported in [3]. The corresponding proof theory is treated in [4].i 
2. Continuous semantics of nondeterminism 
Before starting on the construction of a continuous semantics for unbounded 
nondeterminism, we make the problem more precise by describing what kind of 
ccma:ltics we are looking for. We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual 
concepts of denotational semantics, as presented in e.g. [6]. 
Let us first detine a simple toy-language around the nondeterministic assignment 
statement. Let Var be a set of (indir:idrtnl) cariables, Svar a set of staternerzt car*iahlcs 
and Form a set of (first-order formulas. The set of statemmts, Stat, is defined by 
(nondeterministic assignment) 
s,; s2l (composition) 
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if B then 231 else Sz fil (conditional) 
let p be S1 in Sz ni ( procedure declaration) 
where _Y and y are variables, p is a statement variable, B and Q are formulas and 
S, S1 and SZ are statements. The intuitive meaning of the first three constructs 
should be evident (B would usually be restricted to boolean expressions, but this 
is not important here). The last clause permits recursive statement definition: p is 
recursively bound to S1 after which the statement SZ is executed with this meaning 
of g. 
To define the meaning of formulas, we need the following sets: 
domain of interpretation, 
truth values, 
&, = Var + D states, 
W[,=C[,-+? state predicates. 
The meaning of formulas will be state predicates. The mear,ing is determined by 
a function 
form: Form + Wr,. 
The semantics of formulas is parametrized by the choice of D. Different choices 
will yield different semantics. In the sequel, we assume that a certain fixed domain 
of interpretation D is given, together with a fixed meaning function form. The 
subscript D will therefore be omitted below. 
To define the meaning of statements, WC need the following domains: 
R , t‘sult domain, 
ER = S\*ar + A& e ilvironnlcnts. 
I-kc semantics of statements is thus param::trized by the result domain R (and hq 
the domain of interpretation D, when this is not tnk& to he fixed). 
WC will assume that R is a t:p~ (a complete partial order), with approximation 
ordering 5. This ordering indlrces an ordering in A&, defined by: 1~ gz ~2 if and 
~1~ if r~(~)cnr’(,7) for all (rc L:. The fact that R is a cpo guarantees that YK is 
a cpo with respect to the induced ordering. 
Wc introduce a two-sorted semantic algebra 
.4 H.f.‘ I= ( W, IV, ; F i 
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operations F of the algebra are 
assg,,,, : W + MR for all x, y E Var (assignment) 
(composition) 
cond: WxMRxMR-+MIMR (conditional). 
The algebra is thus parametrized by the result domain R and by the operations F 
chosen. We will assume that the algebra A is continuous in MR, in the sense that 
each operation in F is continuous in M R (this is essentially the definition of 
continuous algebras in [ 111, except that we do not require all carriers of the algebra 
to be cpo’s). 
Given a continuous algebra .4 of the above kind, we define the semantic function 
stat, in A, 
statA : Stat -+ (ER --* MR ). 
as follows: 
stat._& := y&?](e) = assg,,V (form [C?j), 
stat& ; SJ(e ) = comp(statAISJk 1, st&dMl~e )A 
stat,[if B then S 1 else S7 fink ) 
= cond( form[BD, stat&S&e ), stat&‘&e h 
stat,JpD(e) =4(p), 
stat&et p be S1 in S2 nil@ I= stat.&&eh/~h 
where 111 = lfp(hrl : MR.stat,ns,n(e(n/p))). 
Here lfp is the least fixed point operator while e(m/p) denotes the environment 
e’ such that e’(p) = m and e’(q) = e(q) for q # p. The assumption that A is continuous 
in && guarantees that the function stat* is well defined, as the required least fixed 
point then always exists. 
We can now make explicit what we mean by a continuous semantics for our 
toy-language. The semantics is said to be continuous, if the semantic function is 
defined in a contiiluous semantic algebra. The construction of a continuous seman- 
tics for our toy-language thus amounts to giving a continuous algebra A (which 
then determiller; the semantic function, as shown above). To construct such an 
algebra, we have to 
(1) choose a suitable cpo R as our result domain, and 
(2) define the operations F of A R,F in such a way that the algebra is continuous 
in ~7-4~. 
Any ch(Jice of R and F which agree with ( 1) and (2) will yield a well-defined 
semantics for our language. This is, of course, not sufficient, as one also has, to 
check thp.t the semantics is correct, in Llle sense that it agrees with the way in which 
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toy-language programs are to be executed (in this case, execution is understood to 
be done on an idealized computer, capable of choosing between an infinite number 
i 
of alternatives in finite time).. 
3. Semantics of bounded nondeterminism 
Before going into the construction of a continuous semantics for unbounded 
nondeterminism, we will briefly describe the way in which a continuous semantics 
for bounded nondeterminism is constructed and show why this approach le;lds to 
a noncontinuous semantics when extended to unbounded nondeterminism. 
First, we note that in the deterministic case, which we get by e.g. restricting our 
language to proper assignment statements only, a car rect semantics can be construc- 
ted by choosing R to be the pat cpo 2; == C u { _L}, with approximation defined by: 
u GU’ if and only if (T = A_ or v = CC, for any CT, U’ E C r will be a cpo with this I’ h I 
ordering, and the operations F can be defined in a way which makes the algebra 
A continuous in MR. 
We can restrict our toy-language to be of bounded nondeterminism, if we only 
allow nondeterministic assignments _X := >*.Q(x, y ,I where Q (s, )’ ) is of the form 
.‘I’=r,(x)V’* . v v = f,,(x ), ?I 3 1. Let us say that a subset A of E i is borrnde~. if 
I,4 ; *‘- w or , F A (iAj is the cardinality of AL A correct semantics for bounded 
nondcterminism can be constructed by choosing as result domain the set 
Hound(E) = (A C_ Z , IA # $3 and A is bounded}. 
The meaning of a statement will be a function IN : C + Bound(Z), which associates 
with each initial state CF E ,V the set of all possible final states t)r (CT\ which can be 
rt:achcd by executing the statement from V, including i if it is possible that 
cYccuti(‘n of the statement does not terminate for inital state u 
An ordering of a;)proximation is defined between elements of Bound(9 as 
folilows: 
Ar=A’ ifandor;;yif Vv~A3tr’~A’:cr~a’ and 
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For composition, let us first define the extension of m : C -j Bound(C) to m +: C_ --* 
Bound(X): m’(o) = nz (CT) for v E 2’ and m’U_)=(i}. For each AEBound (2‘), 
define m’(A) = IJ {m +(cr) 1 IT E A}. Composition in iWR,,,d,L, is then defined by 
for each CT E: C. 
The conditional is simply defined by 
These operations form an algebra on W and &ound(~, (i.e. W and M Houndtl ) 
are clcsed under these operations), and are continuous in IMRn,,ndtZ, [6, Chapter 
71, so the algebra A RoundtZ ),F is continuous in k&,,,,,d,2,. In other words, we have 
a continuous semantics for bounded nondeterminism. 
An obvious way to extend this semantics to unbounded nondeterminism is to 
drop the assumption of boundedness, i.e. to choose for R the set PowertL’), 
Power(Z) = {A c S,i A is nonempty}. 
If w\’ use the same Egli-Milner ordering here as above, we will again get a cpo. 
The operations F can be defined as above (we really have 110 choice in this respect 
if we want to model the imagined execution of these operations). Unfortunately, 
composition turns out to be noncontinuous in Power(C), as shown by the following 
example (the example is essentially the same as that described in [O, p. 26911. 
Let us for simplicity choose z’ = (0. Let ~1, :E + Power(S), i = 0, 1,2, . . . . be 
defined by 
Define rn ‘: L + Power(Z) by rrz’(rz) = w for all u. It is the easy to verify that 
u comp( rn ‘, 112, )( 0) = u, (0, 1, . . . , i, I ; = w u { 11 
b11t 
i.e. B EA, so corlposition is not continuous. 
Although this approach does not yield a continuous semantics for unbounckd 
nondeterminism, it is still possible to use the domain Power(E) to define a noncon- 
tinuous semantics for unbounded nondeterminism, as the operations of &w,,(~ .F 
are monotonic i3 Mp,,,,,,l, (this is basically the approach in [ 1, 8, 15]). 
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4. Tree-like domains 
Our semantics for unbounded nondeterminism will, in essence, be based on the 
execution trees of nondeterministic programs. However, as we will show below, 
execution trees do not directly yield a continuous algebra, but will need to be 
modified in certain ~ys to fit this framework. (A different approach to defining 
the semantics of nondeterministic programs by means of execution trees, based on 
a suitably chosen topology on infinite trees, is described in [14].) 
Let us first define what we mean by trees. A tree is a partially ordered set (T, s 1 
such that for each t E T, the set I, = {s E T 1 s s t} is well-ordered by S, i.e. t. is 
linearly ordered and any subset of it has a least element. The elements of T are 
the ‘nodes’ in the tree, while the relation a s b stands for ‘a is an ancestor of b‘. 
Information can be attached to the nodes by a function f: T + B, where f(r) E B is 
the information associated with node t. (The advantage of this definition of trees 
is that it does not exclude infinite trees, both trees with infinite branches and 
infinitely branching trees are allowed.) 
Let 2 be a given set. Denote as usual by C* the set of all finite sequences of 
elements in E (the empty sequence is denoted A). A E-tree is a partially ordered 
set t T, - ’ ) where T is a rzorzempty prefix-closed subset of C* and G is the prefix 
order in 2‘* (i.e. for 12 and It’ elements of E”, h S/Z’ if Cz’=Iz 9 12” for some II”ES*, 
where - denotes t:t)ncatenation of sequences). Let Tree(S) be the set of all Z-trees. 
We have the following easily checked result. 
Lemma 1. A E-tree is n tree. 
In Z-trees, ;I node in a tree is identified with the unique sequence of element in 
2’ leading up to the node. Requiring that subsets of J’ are prefix-closed means that 
with each node, all its ancestors must also be in the tree :i.e. no holes allowed in 
the tree). The requirement that the subsets are nonempty means that each tree 
must at least have a root (the root is the empty sequence .I 1. 
x-trees prollide a simple f,J; m jlisation of the execution of programs. Program 
execution will take place in a state space 2’. With each program S, there is associated 
a step function K,~:I -+ P (9, giving for each program state u E .Z the set of all 
poS;f;iblc next States K.&r) ‘& 2’. If K\;(V) = 41, then cr is a final state of S. The program 
S is liClfclT~?2irli.~til‘ if IK,~(u )f - 1 for all (F E 2, otherwise it is rlorltiutc~~,rlirlistic.. S is 
h&try t finitely branching) if /Q(u)~ c w for all u E 2’. otherwise it is irq%Gtury. 
An ~w~~lJiot~ pilfh of S, from an initial state IF,, E 2‘, is a scqucnce (rl(r2 a l - o,,, 
II -- 0, such that K.~;(I~, ) = (r’, , 1 for i = 0, 1, . . , , II - 1. Let KS:5 + P(Z*I lx.! the func- 
tion mapping e;ich u F 5 to the set of t’sccution paths from C. It is easy to see that 
i~r ~~91 CT, &(tr) will be ;I nonempty prefix closed subset of 2‘*. Thus K.&r) is a 
2-tree for each u E z‘. 
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would provide a correct result domain for nondeterministic programs. The meaning 
of a statement S would then be given by the function KS: C + Tree(C). 
The suitability of this choice depends, however, on whether we can define a 
partial order in Tree(X) and operations F on MTree(xj in a way which yield a 
continuous algebra ATreetZ: ).F. 
In fact, the domain Tree(C) can be seen to be less suitable by considering how 
to define composition in ~~~~~~~~~ Let m, II me two element in MTreC,zj, i.e. HZ, 
tz : C + Tree(E). Let u be an element in v - and consider how comp( m, n )(c) should 
be defined. Assuming that lrz (a) f (S}, we have that h E comp(m, n )(u) if and only 
if either 
(a) h E m(g) or 
(b) h = h1 0 hzl. where 12, is a maximal sequence in /n(a) and h2 E H (last(h 1)), 
where last(tz 1) is the last element of sequence 111. (We ignore the case that III C(T) = {. 1) 
for the moment.) 
The fact that only maximal paths in Tree(C) are extended by composition is 
quite natural: composition acts on the final state in a computation pclth, so the 
intermediate states should not have any effect on the composition. An infinite 
computation shows itself by the presence of an infinite chain h 1-c 112 c h 3 < * * * in 
m(c). This sequence will be included in UI((T) by (a) but it is not affected by O-U, 
as there is no maximal path in r~z (a) for this chain. Thus, onI4 finite maximal paths 
are extended by composition. 
As the above definition shows, we are actually only interested in maximal paths 
when composing statements. This suggests that we change the result domain in 
such a way that only these paths actually appear in the domain (paying due attention 
to the prc,per treatment of infinite computations). Let us therefore take the dcmain 
as the set of execution paths, where 2” is the set of all infinite sequence of elements 
in ,V (sequences of length o ). If A c S“' is a set of execution paths, A n E* will be 
the set of all finite (terminating) paths , while A nZ'" will be the set of all infinite 
(nonterlminating) paths. The prefix ordering is extended to Y” in the obvious way: 
for h and II ’ E Y’, II -S h ’ if 11 E ,‘” and Iz = 11’ or h E ,V* and 11’ = h - A” for some 
11 ”E 2‘“‘. 
It will be convenient to introduce a shorthand notion for chains. Let ,;I be a set 
partially ordered by a relation Y . WC will write (N,) for the chain A’ = 
{tr, Ii = 0, 1, 2, . * . }E A, where LI(, <- N 1 --. (11 d ’ * * . We say that {tr;} is an co-chain (or 
simply an infinite chain] if X is countably infinite. We write l_,jil, i’or the least upper 
bound of the chain {lz,). 
Lemma 2. (Y’, y _ ) is cI cpo. 
Proof. The fact that Co’, s ) is a partial order is easily checked. To show that it is 
closed under least upper bounds of ascending chains, let (/I,) be such a chain in 5”‘. 
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The least upper bound h of this chain is either hi, if h, = hi+ I= 1 l l for some j 20, 
otherwise it is the (unique) infinite sequence which has each hi as its prefix, j 2 0. 0 
We now prove two simple results about C’” which will be found very useful in 
subsequent proofs. 
~ertrma 3. Let H be a subset of C’“. If there is an upper bound of H in E”, theu H 
is heady ordered. 
Paczofr’, Assume that there is an /ZO i.7 2”’ such that h I: ha for each h E H. Let hl 
and h3 be two elements in H. By a~. amption, we have h 1 s ho and 122 s ho. If 12 1 
and IzI! are both in X*, then Izo - h 1 - lr ‘, = hz l hi, SO either 121 s 1~2 or 1~2 s It 1. If 
either one is in YrX, say Cz7_, then 1~s ho implies that /I-, = tzo, so tzl 6 h, by 
assumption. Z 
Proof. Let h’ be the least upper bound of the chain (h,). If h’ is in 2’*, then II’ = ?zk 
for some k 3 0, SO h c- h ’ = hk fJlows directly. Assume that It’ is in 2’“. Because 
both h, - 11’ and h 5 11’) we have that the set {II };, {1z,I i 2 0) is linearly ordered, by 
the prtvious lemma. If h s /lk does not hold for any k ~3 0, then II, <h for all i ~2 0. 
Hut then /C-C lz also holds. As It’ E ?, this means that 11 E J’s, contradicting the 
WC want to save the tree-ii& structure of the result domain when going f ram 
‘hxc) tc ) subsets of L”‘. This can be done as follows. 
rnax: P, _. ( W) + p,y”) 
I>!, 
maxtA ) = {u/-l IH is a maximal chain in A} 
for each .A g: L‘*. Thus, max(A ) will contain, besides 
~1. also all the intinitc paths [J/ii in Y“ determined 1~) 
Ir , .’ - * - in A. 
Dciine the mapping 
the maximal tinitc paths of 
the infinite chains 11 I --. II:, c 
Maxi J’ I == niax(Tree(2’) 1, 
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infinite chain (rti) in C* the following holds: if for each hi there is an h I E H such 
that hi s hi, then Uhi E H. Intuitively, this means that if in H some Xmite path is 
followed arbitrarily long before a possible divergence, then the infinite path must 
itself be in H. (The need for closedness when representing trees as sets of maximal 
paths was observed in [5].) 
Lemma 5. Any element in Max(C) is nonernpty, flat and closed. 
Proof. Let H = max(H’), HkTree(C), be an element of Max(X). The fact that 
H f (b is a direct consequence of H’ # 0. To show that H is flat, we argue as follows. 
Assume that tz and h’ are both sequences in H, such that h </I’. If h and h’ were 
both in E*, then they would both be maximal in H’, contradicting the assumption 
that It <II’. On the other hand, they cannot both be in C” either. If finally h E C* 
and It’ E S”, then there must be an unbounded chain h I, s h ; s hi 5 l l - In H’ such 
that Iz’ = u/z 1. But as 12 < 1~’ there must by lcmms 4 be a j 2 0 such that h 5-r tz I, so 
h cannot be maximal in H’ and therefore tt cannot be an element of H. 
To see that H must be closed, let (h,) be an infinite chain in C* and assume that 
Ir,& for some It: in H, i=O, 1,2 ,.... This means that all prefixes of h: must 
beinH’,i=O, 1,2,. . . . Consequently, (1~~) is itself a chain in H’, so by the definition 
of max, u/t, E H. Cl 
In fact, we can show that these three properties are sufficient to characterise the 
set Max(Z). 
Theorem 1. Max(L) is the set of dl rlonenzpty, flat md closed sw%ets oj’P(z’“’ I. 
Proof. WC need to show that each nonempty, tlat and closed subset H of z“” is an 
element of Max(S), i.e. there is an H’ in Tree(L) ~ch that H = max(H’). For this 
purpose, define the function prefix: P(Y) + PtX*) by 
prefix(A) = {II E I*Ih -rVforsomeIz’E~} 
for each A c 2”“. Let now H be a nonempty, flat and closed subset of 3”‘. The 
theorem is established, if we can show that prefix(H) E Treed 1 and that 
max( prefix03 1) = H. The first is evident, by the definition of prefix. The latter fact 
is established as follows. 
Let H” = maxt prctix( H 1). Let 11 E H. If II E - , \‘* then II is maximal in prefix(H J, 
;1s H is flat, so 12 E H”. If 11 E J’” , then prefix(H) contains all finite prefixes of h, 
so 11, which is the least upper bound of its finite prefixrs, must be in H”. Thus 
H c H”. For the converse inclusion, let h E H”. If h E X*, then h is maximal in 
prefix( H ), so II E H. If Cr E Z’=, there must be an infinite chain (h,) in prefix(H) such 
that 11 = u/z,. This means that there must be elements A: in H such that IL s h :, 
i = 0, 1,2, . . . . But as H is assumed to be closed, this means that 11 E H. Thus 
H”E H. L-J 
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The importance of this result is that it allows US to reason about elements of 
Max(C) in terms of the properties of nonemptiness, flatness and closedness, rather 
than having to use the indirect characterisation i  terms of the function max. It is 
interesting to ste why all these three properties are needed to characterize tree 
images in P(, y”). Nonemptiness is required to guarantee that trees at least have a 
root. Flatness guarantees that H E max( prefix(H)) holds. Without flatness, some 
elements of H could be lost in the back- and forth transformation. Closedness 
again guarantees that max( prefix(H)) E H. Without it, some new elements could 
be introduced by the transformation. 
Let us now consider choosing Max(C) as our result domain R. The definition of 
composition is at least simplified. Let [II and n be elements in A&,,,~,, and let 
rr E Z. Assume that m (CF.) f {n). Then !z E comp(m, n )(.T) if 
(i) h E rn(u-)nIT” or 
(ii) h =I hl l hz, where Iz 1 E m(u) nC* and hz E II (last(h 1)). 
The fact that m(c) is flat implies that A & m(a), so rz (last(h )) is always well 
defined. (That Max(C) is closed under composition is not evident, but as it will 
follow from later results, we will not prove it here.) 
Let us now define a partial order in Max(Z). The obvious choice is to adapt the 
Egli-Milner ordering to the prefix ordering in C’“. Thus, for H and H’E Max(S), 
we define 
Vh’~H’3h E H: h 41’. 
This ordering captures the intuitive idea of how trees grow, by extending their 
leaves to subtrees. The first conjunct says that no branch can vanish when the tree 
grows, the second says that only leaves can be cxtcnded (i.e. no intermediate node 
in the tree may be extended). 
This ordering will, in fact, make Max(X) into a cpo (this also follows from results 
to be proved later). The proYrn with this ordering is that it does not match the 
definition of composition: composition will not even be monotolric for this ordering, 
as shown by the following counterexampl.e. 
Let us choose 2’ = ((1. /I, c}. Let /II, t)r ‘, rz :z‘ + Max(Z) be such that /n(b) = r~z’(h) 
and rn(c’) = m’(c), m(d = {R/I, CIC} avid UZ’(~J) = {dm, ma}. Thus rtz(cr)~m’(d for 
al! (T E 2, 1.e. 1~ ~nz’. Define the function II by 12 ((1) = {II). rz (/I j = {h} and II (c I = {c.}. 
We their have that 
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The counterexample shows that choosing R to be Max(C) will not do. However, 
Max(C) is quite close to what we want. The problem wit;1 his domain is that there 
are two ways in which trees can be extended, by growing them (approximation) or 
by composition. However, paths which can be extended by growing are, intuitively, 
not completed (the whole computation along this path is not known yet and the 
leaves are in fact intermediate states) and should therefore not participate in 
composition. This indicates that the paths in the tree should be split into two 
categories, finished paths and unfinished paths, the former to be extended by 
composition and the 1a:ter by approximation. 
Technically, we achieve this split as follows. Let I again be some element which 
does not occur in C. Let us define the path domain 
S” =~‘uc*_L UY 
where C’ =X*-(A) and C* _L = {h I 1 h E Z*} (h 1 is the sequence h extended 
with the element I). C + is the set of finished (terminating) paths, C* I is ihe set 
of unfinished (incomplete) paths and C” is the set of infinite (nonterminating) 
paths. We choose to exclude the empty path A from the finished paths in order tk> 
avoid the annoying special case in the definition of composition. Empty paths are 
still allowed, but they are always considered incomplete; the empty path is the 
unfinished path I E X* I. 
The ordering in C * is defined as an extension of the ordering in C*. Let us define 
the function strip:,‘” KY’ by strip(h) = h if h E 2’ u E” and strip(h _I._ ) = h. We 
then define approximation as follows: For h and h’ E C”, h c h’ i;f 
(i) h ES+ and h = h’ or 
(ii) h E Z* _i. u C” and strip(h) 5 strip(h’). 
The C*‘: UC” part of 2” corresponds to the previous domain SC”, and the 
restriction of c to this part of Y is the relation s. More precisely, we have the 
following result. 
Lemma 6. FYL US” is a cpo with respect o the oderirlg 5. 
Using this result, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. (Y, c) is a cpo. 
Proof. Let 2” = C* -L US”. We first show that 2 1T is a partial ordering. For reflexiv- 
ity, we note that if h E C’, then h ES_ Ct by the previous lemma, while if h E 2 ‘, h C_ h 
holds by definition. For transitivity, assume that h C/CC h”. If h, It’ and h” all are 
in S’, then h c tz” follows by the previous lemma. If h E XL, then h = h’, and the 
results follows directly. Similarly if h ’ E C’. If h and h ’ are in C’ and h” in Yr +, we 
have that strip(h) s strip(h’) s strip(h”), so strip’h ) s strip(h”), i.e. h c h”. For anti- 
symmetry, assume that h 5 h ‘G h. Then h = h ’ follows directly, by considering the 
two cases h EC’ and 11 EC? 
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For chain closedness, let us assume that (hi) is a chain in 2”. If each Cti is in c’, 
then the least upper bound of this chain exists in Z*, by the previous lemma. If 
again 12, E C + for some k 2 0, then hk = hk +l = l l l . In this case, tzk is the least upper 
bound of the chain. c3 
Our next task is to define trees on C”. Essentially, a set H E C” will be a tree 
if it has been constructed from some Htl in Max(X) by marking some of the paths 
in Ho as unfinished (by appending a trailing I). Let Paths(C) be the subsets of 
!VIax(C) which can be constructed in this way. More formally, we define the set 
Paths(G) by H E Paths(X) if and only if 
(i) strip(H) E. Max(X) and 
(ii) strip(H n L*)nstrip(H nX*l)=(b. 
The first requirement says that H must be constructible from some se! H,, in 
Max(X) by marking, while the second says that no path in Ho may be marked as 
both finished and unfinished. 
We will again give an independent X:haracterisation of the set Paths(Z)). The 
properties of flatness and closedness are defined for subsets of 2” as follows. A 
subset H of 2’” is said to be flat, if for any h and h’ in H, strip(h ) s h’+h = It’. A 
subset H of C” is said to be closed, if for any infinite chain (lz;) of unfinished paths 
the following holds: if for each h, there is an h : z H such that It, IZ II :. thcln u/i, E H. 
As before, we I-, a the following result. 
Proof. Let II be an element of Paths(3. Then N must be nonempty, because 
strip(H ) is nonempty. To see that H is flat, let 12 and h ’ be elements of H such 
that strip(tz 1~ 12’. If it E z’ ’ d,‘“, then strip(lz I= h. If t&C’ UT”, then 12 and It’ 
both are in strip(H ), and 11 c: 11’. By the flatness of strip(H ), this means that 11 = Ir’. 
If lz’~ Z* i , then 11 5: 11’ iF;-lies that Ir 5:; strip(h 7, so 11 = strip(lt 7. again by the 
tlatness of strip(H 1. But this contradicts the assumption (ii) in the definition of 
PathsC’!, so II’ cannot be in C* L . If again II G Z* _L ,/I = h 11, then strip(/? ) = h 1 ‘- 11’. 
If /*‘r_ \” a(_. t-v 
If :i&in 12’LZ “, 
then II’ E strip{ H ), SO Iz 1 = It '. This 1s clearly impossible if II’ E 2‘“. 
then condition (ii) in the definition of Paths(Z) is again violated. 
‘1‘0 show that H is closed, we reason as follows. Let (jr,) be an infinite chain in 
\‘ . 
- _.) such that II, r_Ir: for some 11, E H, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . This again implies that 
:>trip(II, 1 c- strip&) for each 1. As strip( H 1 is closed, this means that h = Ustrip(h, ) E 
qrrip( H 1. .4s II is infinite, this means that II E H. Thus U/I, = /I E H. 2 
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Theorem 2. Paths(C) is the sei of nonempty, flat and closed srrbsets of C”. 
Proof. Let H be such a subset of Paths(Z). We should show that each nonempty, 
flat and closed subset H of C” satisfies the two properties which define Paths(C). 
We first show that strip(H) E max(C), i.e. is nonempty, flat and closed. :Yonemptiness 
is obvious. For flatness, assume that h and h’ both are in strip(H) and that h s h’. 
If h and 12’ are both elements of H, then h = h’, by the flatness of H. If h E H and 
12’ @ H, then 11’ _L E H, i.e. h = strip(k) s h’ I holds. But then h = h’ J_ , by the flatness 
of H, which is not possible, so h’ E H must hold. If again k &H then h _L E H. If 
It’ E H, then we have that strip(ir I ) = h<h’l,sohl =h’l,whichisnotpossible. 
Finally, if h’&H, then strip(h _)=h&‘G’_i_, so hl =h’l., i.e. h =h’ as 
required. Closcdness of strip(H) is again a straightforward consequence of the 
closedness of H. 
To see that property (ii) holds of H, assume this not to be the case, and let 
It E strip(H n S+),?strip(H n, . f* I ) Then h _L and h E H. But strip(A i ) = It CC- h
and h I f h, i.e. H is not flat, contradicting the asc:rlmption. E! 
The domain Paths(S) is the one we have been looking for and which we will 
choose as our final result domain R. In the nc,t section we will show that a 
continuous algebra can be built on this domain, thus giving us the desired continuous 
semantics for unbounded nondeterminism. 
5. A continuous dgebra 
For the approximation relation in Paths(X), we again choose the’ Egli-Milner 
ordering, i.e. H GH’ if and only if 
Vh E HWE H’: h oh’ and V&z H’3h E H: h oh’ 
for any H, H’E 2”. The operations in A4 raath\,2) are defined as follows: 
For assignment, we define assg,,, : C -+ Paths(C) by 
[ {u( d/s ) 1 (i E t(-‘,,., ), if \41tr., =(3, 
ass& \i’ ),,, (U 1 = ’ 
0 ) I 3 otherwise 
for any A, v in Var, \V in \C’ and G in 22, where tt~,,,~ is defined as in Section 3. The 
only difference in the definition of the assignment operation, as compared to Section 
3, is that &/s ) here stands for a one-eiement sequence in Ex, rat!-ier than a single 
element of 1 I. 
For composition, we have that h E comp(n2,~z I(U) iff 
(i) tz E vt(cr)n(Z*_!_ LJ~“) or 
, 
(ii) h =hr l h2, where h 1 E HZ (4 n2’ and It2 E 11 (last(h 1 U. 
An equivalent definition of composition, analogous to the definitisn of composi- 
tion in the case of bounded nondeterminism, is as follows: Let ;*z be a function 
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n : Z 4’(Y). Define the extension of n to rz +:Cr * P(E”) by 
I1 +(h)= 
i 
(h . h’lh’e rz(last(h))}, h is finished, 
U4 9 otherwise. 
We define the extension of n to nl’: &En) -) P(lr”) by 
1z’(H)=U{n’(h)lh EH} 
for any H E P(Y). Composition is then defined by 
comp(m, n)(a) = 12 “(172 (CT), 
for any U-Z and n in MPaths,L, and v in C. 
For the conditional we have the same definition as in the case of bounded 
nondeterminism, i.e. 
for any ~9 in Gk’, ~1 1and ~22 in ik&~at~st~r and CT in 2. 
We will refer to this algebra on W and MPathscV. ), with the operations assg,,,, 
if M’(U) = trifc, 
if )t! (0) = fn1.w 
camp and cond defined as above, as the path nlgebra on C. Having defined the 
partial order in Path@ ) and the operations in M~jathst~), it now only remains to 
show that the p&h algebra is continuous. The fact that the semantics determined 
hy this algebra is correct, in the sense tkat it agrees wit:1 our intuitive notion of 
how nondeterministic programs are executed on 311 idealised cornpI ter, should be 
tG.lcnt from ihe construction of the domain in the prccecding section. Let us start 
17~ cxtcnding Lemmas 3 and 4 to 2’“. 
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(9 Paths(C) is a cpo, 
(ii) MPaths,T) is closed with respect to the operations defined above, and 
(iii) each operation is continucus in A4Path!,(zJ. 
We will prove these properties in smaller steps. 
Lemma 11. (Paths(X), E) is a partial order. 
Proof. Reflexivity is immediate, by the fact that C” is reflexive: We have that 
H c,H because h c h for any h in H. For transitivity, assume that H, H’ and H” 
are elements of Paths(Z) such that H GH’GH”. Then for each h E H, there is an 
hk H’ such that h oh’. Consequently, there is an h”E H” puch that h’rh”, so WC 
get that h c 12 “. Similarly one shows for any h” in H” there is an h in H such that 
h c_ h “. Thus H c H”. 
For antisymmetry, assume that H and H’ are elements of Paths(E), such that 
H c H’r=H. Let 12 E H. Then h c h’ for some h’ in H’ and h’c h” for some h” in H, 
i.e. It C/C’, by transitivity. If h is either finished or infinite, ::hcn h = h’ = h”, i.e. 
It E H’. If I2 is unfinished, then strip(h ) =: h”. Because H is jat, this means that 
h = h ‘I, so h = 12 ‘, by antisymmetry in C”. Thus we have that H c H’. On the other 
hand, the assumption can be written as H’GH c H’, and the same proof thus also 
shows that H’ C_ H. We therefore have the required result H = H’. El 
It should be noted that flatness is here essential for the antisymmetry of 5- in 
Paths(S). Without flatness, a counterexample is simple to construct, e.g. 
H=(L ai_, nhc_~) and H’=(~,nh_~,nhc~_). 
Here H GH’L~I, but H # H’. 
Let (H,) be a cjlain in Paths(S). Let us denote by lim(H,) the set 
lim(H,) = i; Jh, 1 (hi) is a chain where h, E Hi for all i > I)). 
We will show that lim(H,) is, in fact, the least upper bound of the chain (Hi) in 
Paths(E), thus showing that Paths(S) is a cpo. The proof of this is rather long. so 
we split it up into several smaller lemmas. 
Lemma 12. For nrly chain (H,) in Paths(X), lim(H,) is rzorzctnpty umlffa: 
Proof. Let (H,) be a chain in Paths(S). As Ho is in Paths(C), we have that Ho is 
nonempty. Let ho be an element in Ho. By assumption, HOEHI, so there exists an 
element h 1 in HI such that ~I(~c 12 1. Similarly, we construct hz. hs, etc, and get a 
chain (jli), where Uhi is in lim(Hi), i.e. lim(Hi) is not empty. 
To SIU-jw that lim(Hi) is flat, let h and 12’ be two elements of lim(H,), such that 
strip(lz ) .l I, ‘. If h E ,E”, then h = h’, z.s required. Assume therefore that h is either 
unfinished or finished. Then h = uh, = I;tk for some k 20, where hk - hk+ I= l * l . 
Thus strip(h ) =strip(hk)<h’=Uh:. By Lemma 10, this mexs that Czk G 12 :,, for 
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some m 2 0, so strip(lz,) s h :,,. Let !Z be the maximum of k and m. Then strip(h,) = 
strip( h,, ) S h I, and as H, is flat, we have that h = h,, = hi,. In fact, we will have 
that skipUt,, ) 5 hi for every j 2 n, implying that h,, =hi for alljan, i.e. h,, =UhI = 
II ‘, thus giving us the required result h = h ‘. III 
I 
Lemma 13. For auy chain (H,) in Paths(C), lim(HJ is closed. 
proof. I,et (H[) be a chain in Paths(C) and let H = lim(Hi). Let (di) be an infinite 
chain in C* i and let d = Udi. Assume that for each i 30, there is an Fti E H such 
that d, C/Z,. We need to show that d E H. We split the proof into three different cases. 
Cast 1: 3j 2 OK 2 OVh E H;: h Gdi. Let hi = Ukhik, i 3 0. AS di CU,lli, and 
tr,, G ukhrk, we have by Lemma 9 that di Chii or /Zij CC;ri. By assumption, hii CCdi, SO 
we have that d, E/I+ for all i 2: 0. Because Hi is closed, this means that d = Uni E Hi, 
so J CII h for some II E H, as Hi GN. As d is infinite, this means that n = Cz, i.e. d E H 
as required. 
Cilse 2: 3i := !Wj -3 03/1 E H, : 11 Gdi. Let h I E Hi be such that h : cd,, j 2 0. By 
Ixr;lma 9, this means that the set {hi 1 j ~0) is linearly ordered. Therefore we either 
have that It L c /I ;(+l or hi,, Ehi. As Hk&Hk+,, we have that hLd~[+I forsome 
If;'. ) in Hk . 1. If non hi + l E h i, then we would have tkit Ir i + 1 E/Z i c h<+ 1, i.e. 
II; . ] d;I, 1. it’ II L , I was finished or infinite, this =rr,uid immediately give 11; , I = 
I(. 1. If again 12 ; + i was unfinished, then we would have that strip(lz ;( + l ) -- !I[+ I. so 
;I; _, -zz /I:, 1 the flatness of H. ,, , 1. Thus WC have that, in any case, It L E II ; + 1. k - 0. 
WC thus have a chain h&l~; c!z~c-~ - 9 cd,. Thus It’ -2 U/z ;( cd,. By assumption, 
ti, E/Z, E ?I, while IZ’E H by the construction of H. Thus I&t!, E/I,, so IklrI, i.e. 
/r’ :- II,, 17~ tlatr?css of H. This gives that ti: == II, c H. Also. tl, c (1, . I c II, , l. m-d as ti, 
mcf il, . ! xc in H and H is fiat, tl, -= tl, . I = 12, l. WC thus have that tii --I tl; . I = d, . ; y- 
. . . . 40 tl = Ud, = tl, E H, as rcquircd. 
C~r.st~ -3: Neither of the above cases hold. This means that 
L4, Vj -03i -T 0311 E H, : II ~2, and 
( 13) Vi -3 03j I-= Ob’h E H, : II r ti,. 
Proof. WC will show that for ;lny chain (H,), H = lim(H,) is the least upper bound 
4’ thk chain in I’aths(2’). TO show that N is an upper bound of the chain, we must 
i 1o\t \* that tit =~7: H for all i - 0. I.ct It, CT H,. Then there is ;i stzquenx 
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h[&hl c* l ‘chi 1ElZiEhi,lG* ’ a 3 by the assumption that (Hi) is a chain. Thus 
h = Uhi E H and hi ch. On the other hand, let h E H. Then h = Uh, hi E H, and 
/Z&11&* ’ l . Thus hi E Hi and /Ii G t?, as required. This SLOWS that Hi c H. 
To show that H is the least upper bound of (Hi), assume that H’ is some upper 
bound of this chain. We must show that H GH’. Let h’E H’. Then for some hi E Hi, 
hi oh’, for all i >O. As in the proof of Lemma 13 (Case 2), we then conclude that 
hochp. 9 oh’. Consequently h = Uhi E h’, and as h E H, this means that there is 
an h E H such that Iz ch’. For the converse , assume that h E H, i.e. h = Uhi. By 
assumption, lzi c hi for some Iz: E H’, i a 0. If hk = hk + I= l l l for some k 2 0, then 
h = ?I,, ch & for some h I, E H’. Otherwise hoc h 1 c l . . is an infinite chain and h must 
be infinite. As H’ is closed, this means that h = Uh, E H’. In both cases, 3h’ E I-p’ 
such that h r/z ‘. Thus we have that H G H’. El 
Our next goal is to show that the operations assg,,,, camp and cond form an 
algebra on W and A4PathstLh. Composition is the only difficult opera:ion. We need 
a little lemma for the following proof, which we state here without proof. 
Lemma 14. Au element H in Paths(C) is flat if and only if for any two paths 
h = h ,h 2 l - l hk and h’= h;h; l l h :, in H, h # h I, there is an i, 1 s i -S min( k, n j, such 
tlrcrt ?r, f I1 : y idwe both it,, 11: # i . 
Lemma 15. A4 f’clth,{ v, is closed with respect o compositiorl. 
Proof. It is sufficient, by the (second) definition of composition, to prove that for 
any H E Paths(E), n ‘(HI E Paths(S). Let therefore H be an element in Paths(Z) 
and II be a function rz : 2 + Paths(Z). Let us denote K = 11’ fH I. We must show that 
K E Paths(Z). The fact that K c_ ,V” should be evident. Also K is obviously non- 
empty, because H is nonempty. It thus remains to show that K is flat and closed. 
Let us first show that K is flat. By the previous lemma and the assumption that 
H is flat, we know that for any two paths 12 = Cr 1 * l l tzk and It’ = Cl ; l - . 12 :, in h, 
h, f h : for some i, where neither tli nor h : is I. Thus, if 11 and h’ are 30th finished, 
any extension of these paths in K will still differ from each other in some place. 
On the other hand, for any two extensions of h in H, h l hl and Jz l hz, h 1 must 
differ from hz in some place again, because hl and 11~ E )I (last(tz HE Paths(Z). Thus 
we conclude that any two paths in K must differ in some proper place, i.e. K is flat. 
To show that K is closed, let (11,) be an infinite chain in Z* 1, with /1 = Uh,. 
Assume that for each i 3 0, h, ch i for some h: in K. If now for each i 3 0, h, G iz: E H 
for some 11:, then h E H because H is closed, and as 11 E z‘“-, this means that h E K. 
Assume therefore that for some k 20, h&h’ for all 11% H. As &E/z;( EK, this 
means that h; = g l /I[, g E H finished and h{ E n (last(g)). Now g s h L and 
strip(kk) s h I but not strip&) s g, so we must have that g s Ilk. Thus hi = g * g,, 
i > k, and tr, tg - hy, i 2 k, where $‘E ~1 (last(g)). This means that gi cl?:‘, i 2 k. AS 
It ilast( is closed, we have :hat ‘Llgi E /l ilast( g)), i.e. UII~ = g - ugl E K. 0 
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Theorem 4. The operations assg,,,, camp and cond form an algebra on W and 
M pathst 2‘ )* 
Proof. The fact that MPclthsCzJ is closed with respect to composition was proved in 
the previous lemma. The fact that assg,,,(w) is an element of A&aths(~j, for any w 
in W and x, y in Var, follows directly from the definition. Finally, the fact that W 
and M Paths(Z) is closed with respect to the conditional is straightforward to 
prove. Cl 
Lemma 16. composition is monotonic in Mpaths,x,. 
IF3roof. Let rn 1, mz, n 1 and n 2 be elements of MPathscxj, m 1 C ?z 1 and 11~2 C rz;!. We 
must show that nz = com$ml, m&n = comp(n 1, rzz). 
Let UEC and hwn((a), i.e. h E w&nl(a)). If h E ml(u), then h ~12’ for some 
11’ E tz &7), by assumption. Then 12 c h” for some h”~ r&l(~)). If again tt & HZ&~), 
then /z =g l h’ for some g E ml(u), g finished. Then g~g’~nl(cr). i.e. gErt&r). 
Also, h’ E m2(last(g)), so h’c h” for some !Z”E n2(last(g)), by assumption. Thus 
tr = g v 
necessarily is either unfinished or infinite, /z E ~~z~(~?z I cr)i. If again 
k G? n&r), then k = g’ 8 k’ for some g’~ n,(v), g’ finished and k% fz2(last(g’)). 
1~ ). If g is either 
where g - 12% rk(mI(u)). In either case, there is 
:a11 1 in HZ (U I such that 11 5 k. ‘2 
Our final task is to prove that all operations in the algebra are continuous in 
M 
Lemma 17. rz * : z‘ v --+ Paths(Z) corttirworrs fwctiorl for twy II : C -3. PathsC’ ). 
Proof. Let )I :x -+ Paths(E). We have that II ’ : L:” -+ Paths(Z) is defined by II ’ (II ) = 
{iz * 11’ j It’ E II (last(tt Hi, when II E C ‘, and II -(h I= {II} otherwise. Obviously 12 ‘(II) E 
Paths(J‘ I for each II E 2’7 The monotonicity of rr * is also easily checked. Let (II,) 
be a chain in Y. In order to establish the continuity of 11 ‘, we must show that 
II * 1: )/I, ) = \ ]rl ’ (11, ) holds. If h = U/r, is either unfinished or infinite, then rz ‘(It ) = 
(II}. Hut in this case we also must have that each l?’ is either unfinished or infinite, 
ix. 11 ’ i/z, ) = (hi}, i 3 0. This means that IAN ‘(1~‘) = U{h;} = {h ), as required. If /z is 
fmishtzd, then 11 = Irk for some k HI, with It, being unfinished for all i <k. We then 
hue that II * I 11 ) r=~ /z ’ (11~ ). On the other hand, we then also have that II ‘(k, I= (Ill), 
1 ’ I;, mid II ’ (II, I = II ’ ( /I~ \ for i :T k, so L]rz ’ ( h, \ = tr l dzL ), as required. 2 
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Lemma 18. Composition is continuous iyE its first argument. 
Proof. Let (mi) be d chain in Mpaths(x). We must show that comp(u/yi, n) = 
Ucomp(mi, n) holds for any n in Mpaths,x). Let (T be an element in C. We have that 
h E n ‘(Umi(m)) 
iff h E n’(h’) for some h’E Urni 
iff h E n’(Uhi) for some chain (hi), hj E mit.0) 
iff h E U(n’(h~)) for some chain (hi), h: E mi(o) 
(by continuity of 6, Lemma 17) 
iff h = U/l, for some (hi), hi E n + (h : ), for some (h :) 
iff h = UI li f or some (hi}, where hi E 11 ‘(h :), for some 11: E tni(0-I (:b) 
iff h = Uhi for some (hi), hi E tz +(mi(cr)) 
iff I? E Un +(mi(o)). 
The step clarked with (*) is justified by the fact that hi I=_ hi +I implies that h : C_ 11: + 1. 
To 3~ this, assume that hi E hi + 1. We must have that h : s /Ii E II,, 1. Also, 
u~,(o)c~H~+~(u), so there must exist an hy in UZ,(V) such that h:l~h:+ 1. Thus 
z:ch:,, G,+l. Therefore strip( h : ) s strip( hi) s hi + 1 and strip(h y) s strip( I-1 : + 1 ) 5: 
;: + 19 so strip(h: ) 5 12:’ or strip(h:‘) s h :. But rzz,(cr) is flat, so h : = I(, i.e. II : = 
12:ch;,*. El 
Lemma 19. II+ is contirtrrolrs in tl. 
Proof. We have to show that for any ascending sequen,:e noL 17, L l - * of eltmer.:j 
in M PuthstB 19 UI1 i’ = lUlli)+. The fact that n+ is monotonic ii1 n IS easily establishz2 
Assume that uz crz. If h is either unfinished or infinite, then m’yh) = {h} = II +(h 1. 
If It is finished, then m+(h)={h - Iz’Ih’Em(last(h))}r={~ l h”]h”E17(last(h)))= 
11’ (A ), because IZZ c n. To show continuity, assume first lhat h is either unfinished 
or Infinite. Then (Ulz ,’ j(h) = Utn: (11)) = U(h) = in} = (Urzi j’(h j. If again h is 
finished, then we have that (Urz : )(h ) 2 ‘Jrr ,C (?I ) = U{tt * h’ 1 Ir ’ E ~~i(laStt~~ 0) = 
(I? l h’ll?‘E (Ulli)(laSt(~Z))}=(U~Z,)T(II). II 
Lemma 20. Composition is con tinuorrs in its second argiimer~ t. 
Proof. Let (ni) be a chain in IMPaths(x,. We must show that comp(rn, Uni) = 
U comp(nz, /Ii) holds for any fn in MP,,hs,2,. Let G be an element in Z. We have that 
h E comp(rlz, Un, )(cT) 
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iff 12 E (UlZi)“(h’) for some h’E IX(o) 
iff h E~Iz:(~‘) for some h’~m(cr) (by Lemma 19) 
ifi h =Uhi for some chain (hi), hi E nc (h’), for some h’E m(u). 
On the other hand, we have that 
h 5 u comp(fiz, f2i) 
iif h E u/z; 072 (a)) 
iff h = U/z, for some chain (l~i), hi E t~‘i(m (a)) 
iff II = Uhi for some chain (hi?, hi E ni (h I) for some II ,f E VI (cr), i 2 0. 
The result is established if we can show that h;, = h ; = h > = 0 9 l holds. We have 
that I;: (It, G/Z, -1 and h:+I sChi.1, SO strip(h:)HzitI and strip(hI+&l+,l, i.e. we 
eithttr have that strip(lr r) s h [+ 1 or strip(l2 )+I ) c Cz :. By flatness, we the?] have that 
I1 : = II : t 1, for anv i 2 0, as required. This proves the lemma. cz1 _ 
We are now ready to state the main result. 
Proof. The Lemmas 18 and 20 prove that composition is continuous in MI~,,rh,,l ).
The continuity of the conditional is straightforward and will not be proved here. Z 
6. Lliscussion 
We have above shown hf-- v ‘o dcfinc a continuous semantics for a simple 
programming Ianguage allowing unbounded nondeterminism. We started from an 
intuitively correct opet-at] ,nal semantics for nondeterministic programs based on 
program execution fret-,. We then showed what adaptions wcrc necessary in order 
to t .lrn this semantics into a continuous denotation4 semantics, allowing the 
:,-.cn~ Intics of recursive programs to bc detinr,d in terms of fixpoints of continuous L 
iunctionals. In the process WC idcntiticd the two basic properties of tl;ltness and 
Jost:dncss necessary to preserve the treclikc p:‘opcrties of execution trees in the 
~~OI-C cczmplicatcd path domains considered. 
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processes under rl fair scheduling discipline, and conversely, a fair scheduler could 
be built if nondeterministic assignment statements were allowed in a programming 
language. However, the semantics described here does not as such provide a 
semantics for languages with fair scheduling, as the fairness assumption (or more 
precisely, the fair merge of execution sequences) in fact requires that the resulting 
sets of execution paths are not closed. 
Nevertheless, we think that a detailed study of a path semantics like the one 
described above might have some relevance for the semantics of parallel programs. 
This is indicated by semantic models described for CSP programs [lo] and data 
flow programs [13] based on paths, which in some respects are similar to the 
semantics described here. 
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